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All-American
Afternoon
featuring Sean Chen on piano
The sounds of America’s rich,
musical heritage will be on
display for this All-American
Afternoon featuring composers
Gershwin, Bernstein, Copland, and others. The MSO will open
it’s 61st season featuring Juilliard pianist, Sean Chen, and the
world-renowned Gershwin Concerto in F. After the concerto
premiered in 1925, Gershwin was described as ‘the Prince who
has taken Cinderella [jazz] by the hand and openly proclaimed
her a princess to the astonished world, no doubt to the fury
of her envious sisters.’
It will be an unparalleled
afternoon in the Queen City celebrating its heritage and
promising future. Meridian sounds Americana!

A Timeless Harmony

Beethoven
Lives Upstairs

DEC
SAT
Peppermint
Pops featuring Danny Lyons on handbells
Meridian’s most beloved concert returns for an evening of
festive holiday music. The MSO Chorus will lead us in our
favorite holiday songs, and The Riley Center will truly be ringing
with holiday cheer as we welcome Mississippi native Danny
Lyons to the stage. Danny will astonish you as he plays with
eight bells in hand! It will be a night to remember as Santa
and his elves conclude the evening with cookies, cocoa, and
other holiday treats before sending us off to sleep snug in our
beds. It’s a magical, Meridian holiday tradition with the Meridian
Symphony and friends! Meridian sounds festive!

The world-famous production
of Beethoven Lives Upstairs
features a lively exchange of
letters between young
Christoph and his uncle. Their
subject: the “madman” who has moved into the upstairs
apartment of Christoph’s home in Vienna. Through a touching
correspondence, dramatically underscored with the composer’s
most beautiful excerpts, Christoph slowly comes to understand
the genius of Beethoven and the beauty of his music. You will
be captivated by more than twenty-five excerpts of Beethoven’s
music, including the Moonlight Sonata, Für Elise, and the great
Fifth and Ninth Symphonies. The music is magically woven into
the drama as two actors share anecdotes and observations
based on true incidents from the composer’s life. Presenting
history, drama, music, and fun, this engaging concert is an ideal
experience for families of all ages. Meridian sounds theatrical!

Meridian Sound Amazing!

to thrive for generations to come.

NOV
SAT
Beethoven & Blue Jeans
featuring percussionist Britton-René Collins
A cool, November evening beginning in Dumont Plaza
surrounded by family and friends, great music from local bands,
and BBQ that can’t be beat…that’s how you start a night with the
Meridian Symphony! Follow that up with a casual and unique
concert experience in our state’s most glorious concert hall,
and you get Beethoven & Blue Jeans! This season BBJ will
feature award-winning percussionist
on
the marimba and Beethoven’s Symphony No. 1. It promises to
be an exhilarating evening beyond compare - the tastes of home
and a world-class cultural experience! Meridian sounds lively!

FEB

MAY

SAT

SAT

Music of
the Movies
featuring TJ Tesh on trumpet
Enjoy the amazing sounds of
some of your favorite movies Star Wars, The Avengers, Titanic, Pirates of the Caribbean, and
more! This evening will be fun for the whole family and folks of
all ages. You won’t want to miss the special, costumed guests
and great photo opportunities. Come casual or dress up - the
Rebel Alliance or the Galactic Empire; Jack Sparrow or Will
Turner - the choice is yours! Grammy-nominated trumpet artist
TJ Tesh, Maestro Rubardt, and MSO will delight the audience
as they usher us through this cinematic adventure! Join us
after the performance in the Grand Ballroom for classic movie
concessions, an opportunity to show off your costumes, and a
meet & greet with special guests. Don’t forget your light
sabers - you never know when the Empire will Strike Back!
Meridian sounds reel!

Mozart & More
featuring Kristen Johnson Gunn,
Soprano; Melissa Gerdes, Mezzo; Dan
Gerdes, Tenor; & Corey McKern, Baritone
The MSO concludes it’s Symphony Series with the magnificent
Mozart’s Requiem, his final composition. It is a choral masterpiece
whose genesis is shrouded in mystery – one that makes the
piece all the more fascinating and emotionally stirring. The MSO
Chorus and Meridian’s own, Kristen Johnson Gunn, will present
this monumental work that will stretch your ears, stir your hearts,
and provide a musically stunning experience for both artists and
audience.
Our Season Finale is sure to be nothing short of spectacular.
Be sure to join us in the Grand Lobby for the red carpet reception
following the performance. Meridian sounds memorable!
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Health & Safety
current circumstances, things can change at any moment.

Stronger - together!

